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ABSTRACT
We examine the dynamics of resonance locking in detached, tidally interacting binary sys-
tems. In a resonance lock, a given stellar or planetary mode is trapped in a highly resonant
state for an extended period of time, during which the spin and orbital frequencies vary in
concert to maintain the resonance. This phenomenon is qualitatively similar to resonance cap-
ture in planetary dynamics. We show that resonance locks can accelerate the course of tidal
evolution in eccentric systems and also efficiently couple spin and orbital evolution in circu-
lar binaries. Previous analyses of resonance locking have not treated the mode amplitude as
a fully dynamical variable, but rather assumed the adiabatic (i.e. Lorentzian) approximation
valid only in the limit of relatively strong mode damping. We relax this approximation, ana-
lytically derive conditions under which the fixed point associated with resonance locking is
stable, and further check these analytic results using numerical integrations of the coupled
mode, spin, and orbital evolution equations. These show that resonance locking can some-
times take the form of complex limit cycles or even chaotic trajectories. We provide simple
analytic formulae that define the binary and mode parameter regimes in which resonance
locks of some kind occur (stable, limit cycle, or chaotic). We briefly discuss the astrophysical
implications of our results for white dwarf and neutron star binaries as well as eccentric stellar
binaries.
Key words: binaries, tides, dynamics
1 INTRODUCTION
The most frequent treatment of tidal effects in detached binaries re-
lies on the weak-friction theory (Murray & Dermott 1999), which
considers only the large-scale “equilibrium tide” (i.e., filling of the
Roche potential) with dissipation parameterized by the tidal qual-
ity factor Q (Goldreich & Soter 1966). Such a treatment fails to
account for the resonant excitation of internal stellar waves with
intrinsic frequencies comparable to the tidal forcing—the so-called
“dynamical tide” (Zahn 1975).
Many studies have considered the dynamical tide in different
astrophysical contexts. There are two possible regimes: when the
character of the excited modes is that of radially traveling waves,
or when they represent standing waves. A traveling wave occurs
when reflection is prohibited by a strong dissipative process at some
radial location in the star or planet in question—e.g., rapid linear
dissipation near the surface or nonlinear wave breaking.
The standing wave regime is the subject of this paper. This
is applicable when a wave’s amplitude can be built up by many
reflections. Existing calculations in this regime have used at least
one of the following two approximations: 1) tides do not backreact
on the spin of the star or planet in question (Lai 1994; Rathore
et al. 2005; Fuller & Lai 2011), or 2) the mode amplitude is not
treated as a dynamical variable, and instead has its amplitude set by
the adiabatic approximation discussed in § 6.1.1 (Witte & Savonije
1999; Fuller & Lai 2012b; Burkart et al. 2013).
In this paper we are interested in understanding the phe-
nomenon of resonance locking, in which the orbital and spin fre-
quencies vary in concert so as to hold the Doppler-shifted tidal
forcing frequency kΩorb −mΩspin constant (Witte & Savonije 1999).
Resonance locking is analogous to the phenomenon of capture into
resonance in planetary dynamics (Goldreich 1965; Goldreich &
Peale 1968); we provide a comparison in § 10. Resonance locks
can accelerate the course of tidal evolution, as we will show in § 8.
Moreover, recent studies (Fuller & Lai 2012b; Burkart et al. 2012)
have proposed that resonance locks may have been observed in the
Kepler system KOI-54 (Welsh et al. 2011), although this has been
contested by O’Leary & Burkart (2013).
Since resonance locking involves a changing spin frequency,
clearly it cannot occur under approximation (1) noted above. The
domain of validity of approximation (2) is given in § 6.1.1 (see
also Burkart et al. 2013). In this paper, we drop both of the above
assumptions and examine resonance locks accounting for a dynam-
ically evolving mode amplitude coupled to both the orbital and spin
evolution. Our aim is to investigate the general dynamical proper-
ties of resonance locking, rather than to focus on a specific astro-
physical application. Our key questions concern determining when
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resonance locks can occur and under what conditions they are dy-
namically stable.
This paper is structured as follows. We first describe the es-
sential idea behind resonance locking in § 2, and enumerate the
approximations we make in order to limit the complexity of our
analysis in § 3. We then develop evolution equations for a single
stellar or planetary eigenmode in § 4.1, and determine the implied
backreaction upon the binary orbit and stellar or planetary spin in
§ 4.2. We establish the existence and assess the stability of fixed
points in the evolution equations associated with resonance lock-
ing in § 5. We describe two analytic approximations that a mode’s
amplitude follows in certain limits in § 6.1, and then present ex-
ample numerical integrations of resonance locks in § 6.2. In § 6.3
we discuss the possibility of chaos during resonance locking. We
numerically and analytically determine the parameter regimes that
lead to resonance locking in § 7, and show that resonance locks can
accelerate tidal evolution in § 8. We apply our results to two exam-
ple astrophysical systems—inspiraling compact object binaries and
eccentric stellar binaries—in § 9. We then conclude in § 10.
2 BASIC IDEA
We first explain the essential mechanism behind resonance locking
by considering the example situation of a circular white dwarf bi-
nary inspiraling due to the emission of gravitational waves (Burkart
et al. 2013). Focusing on a particular white dwarf, and shifting to a
frame of reference corotating with the white dwarf’s spin, the tidal
forcing frequency is σ = m(Ωorb −Ωspin), where m is the azimuthal
spherical harmonic index and we temporarily assume ΩorbΩspin.
Due to the influence of gravitational waves, Ωorb gradually in-
creases, and thus so does σ. As such, σ sweeps towards resonance
with the nearest normal mode, and this mode gains energy as it
becomes increasingly resonant (Rathore et al. 2005).
Along with energy, however, comes angular momentum (for
m 6= 0 modes). As the mode then damps, this angular momentum is
transferred to the background rotation, increasing Ωspin and conse-
quently decreasing σ. Thus if the mode is capable of achieving a
sufficient amplitude, fixed points can exist where σ (but not Ωorb or
Ωspin individually) is held constant by tidal synchronization balanc-
ing orbital decay by gravitational waves, as illustrated in Figure 1.
This is the idea behind a tidal resonance lock.
The properties of such fixed points corresponding to reso-
nance locking clearly depend on the rate of externally driven or-
bital evolution and the strength of tidal coupling to the mode in
question. Furthermore, the mode’s damping rate influences both
its maximum achievable amplitude as well as the rate at which it
dissipates angular momentum into the background rotation pro-
file. Lastly, since resonance locking involves a balance between
orbital and spin evolution, the ratio of the associated moments of
inertia—roughly MR2/µa2 where µ is the reduced mass and a is the
semi-major axis—also plays a key role. We will see in subsequent
sections that dimensionless parameters corresponding to these four
quantities will entirely determine the dynamics of resonance lock-
ing.
The ideas we have presented here in the context of inspiral-
ing white dwarf binaries carry over to the more general scenario
where some generic physical process causing the forcing frequency
σ or the eigenmode frequency ω to evolve in one direction—e.g.,
gravitational waves, magnetic braking, the equilibrium tide, stellar
evolution, etc.—is balanced by the resonant tidal interaction with a
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Figure 1. Diagram illustrating the basic mechanism behind tidal resonance
locking. Forcing frequency drift caused for example by gravitational waves
causes the tidal forcing frequency σ to advance towards the right. The influ-
ence of tidal synchronization, on the other hand, becomes stronger as reso-
nance approaches, and tends to push the forcing frequency to the left. This
creates a fixed point on the resonant mode’s Lorentzian amplitude profile.
(The mirror image of this situation is also possible.)
planetary or stellar normal mode causing σ to evolve in the opposite
direction.
3 ESSENTIAL ASSUMPTIONS
Throughout this work, we invoke the following principal assump-
tions.
(i) As discussed in § 1, we assume that the dynamical tide is
composed of standing waves, and thus that linear dissipation (pro-
vided e.g. by radiative diffusion) is not strong enough to prohibit
wave reflection.
(ii) As a mode’s amplitude grows, nonlinear processes can be-
come important. For example, gravity waves break and catastrophi-
cally dissipate when their vertical displacement becomes compara-
ble to their vertical wavelength (Lindzen 1966). Moreover, global
parametric resonances can occur at smaller amplitudes, which
transfer energy to a pair of daughter modes (e.g. Weinberg et al.
2012).
We completely neglect nonlinear hydrodynamical phenomena in
this work. The applicability of this approximation depends on the
particular star or planet’s structure and the binary’s parameters. For
example, although Witte & Savonije (2002) considered resonance
locking in solar-type binaries, Goodman & Dickson (1998) showed
that the lack of a convective core in such stars allows geometric fo-
cusing to progressively amplify the local amplitude of an inward-
propagating gravity wave to the point where wave breaking occurs
over a wide range of binary parameters (see also Barker & Ogilvie
2010). This precludes the establishment of the standing waves re-
quired for a resonance lock.
(iii) We assume that the star or planet in question rotates as a
rigid body, even though tidal torques are typically applied to the
background rotation profile in a thin spherical shell where mode
damping is strongest (Goldreich & Nicholson 1989a). We thus rely
upon the action of an efficient angular momentum transport pro-
cess. Whether such a process is available strongly depends on the
application in question; see e.g. Burkart et al. (2013) and accom-
panying references. Without solid-body rotation, critical layers can
develop where angular momentum is deposited, which would pro-
vide rapid, local dissipation and hence violate assumption (i).
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(iv) We take the overall strength of a mode’s tidal forcing to be
constant, and account for orbital evolution only insofar as it affects
the forcing frequency. We thus ignore, for example, that the mag-
nitude of the tidal force depends on the binary’s semi-major axis,
which necessarily must evolve if Ωorb is to change. We determine
when this assumption is valid in § 5.1; it would never be appro-
priate for long-timescale simulations that follow the evolution of
many resonance locks (which are not performed in this paper).
(v) Lastly, to simplify our analysis, we only consider binary sys-
tems where the spin and orbital angular momenta are aligned. Gen-
eralization to spin-orbit-misaligned systems is straightforward (Lai
2012), and ultimately only introduces a Wigner D-matrix element
into our definition of the tidal coupling coefficient U in § 4.1.
4 FORMALISM
4.1 Mode amplitude evolution
We work in a frame of reference corotating with the spin of the
body in question, where the rotation axis lies along the zˆ direction.
Following Schenk et al. (2002), we invoke a phase space eigen-
mode decomposition of the tidal response (Dyson & Schutz 1979).
The standard stellar mode inner product for arbitary vector fields η
and η′ is
〈η,η′〉 =
∫
η∗ ·η′ρdV, (1)
and the anti-Hermitian Coriolis force operator is defined by Bη =
2Ωspinzˆ×η.
We consider the resonant interaction between a time-varying
tidal potential evaluated on a Keplerian orbit and a single linear
mode of our expansion. The mode has spherical harmonic indices
l and m, and has complex amplitude q. The differential equation
describing the mode’s linear evolution is (Schenk et al. 2002)
q˙+ (iω +γ)q = iω
ε
〈ξ,atide〉 , (2)
where ω is the mode’s eigenfrequency, γ is its damping rate, ξ is
its Lagrangian displacement vector,
ε = 2ω2〈ξ,ξ〉+ω〈ξ, iBξ〉 (3)
is a normalization factor (equal to the mode energy at unit ampli-
tude), and atide is the time-dependent tidal acceleration vector. We
assume γ ω and, without loss of generality, we take ω > 0.
Allowing for an arbitrary eccentricity, the projection of the
tidal acceleration onto the mode 〈ξ,atide〉 is proportional to( a
D
)l+1
e−im( f−ψspin),
where D is the binary separation, a is the semi-major axis, f is the
true anomaly, and (
ψorb
ψspin
)
=
∫ (
Ωorb
Ωspin
)
dt. (4)
Assuming that changes in the orbital frequency and eccentricity
occur on timescales much longer than an orbital period, we can
expand the dependence on D and f in a Fourier series:( a
D
)l+1
e−im( f−ψspin) ≈
∑
k
X klme
−i(kψorb−mψspin), (5)
where X klm(e) is a Hansen coefficient (Appendix B), with X
k
lm(e =
0) = δkm for circular orbits. Since we are concerned with resonant
mode-tide interaction, we henceforth consider only a single har-
monic component of this expansion. The phase associated with this
component is ψ = kψorb −mψspin.
Our mode amplitude equation from (2) then becomes
q˙+ (iω +γ)q = iωUe−iψ. (6)
The dimensionless mode-tide coupling strength associated with our
harmonic component is
U =
(
M′
M
)(
R
a
)l+1(E∗
ε
)
IlmX klmWlm, (7)
where M′ is the companion mass,
Ilm = 1MRl
〈
ξ,∇
(
rlYlm
)〉
(8)
is the mode’s linear tidal overlap integral (Press & Teukolsky
1977),
Wlm =
4pi
2l +1
Y∗lm
(pi
2
, 0
)
(9)
is an order-unity angular coupling coefficient, and E∗ = GM2/R is
the gravitational energy scale. We also define the tidal forcing fre-
quency to be σ = ψ˙ = kΩorb −mΩspin, and take σ > 0 without loss
of generality. We are free to choose the sign of σ since we are con-
sidering a complex conjugate mode pair—one member of the pair
is resonant with σ while the other is resonant with −σ. Because m
can possess either sign, both prograde and retrograde modes are al-
lowed for σ > 0. Since we are considering resonant interaction, our
assumption is σ ≈ ω.
4.2 Forcing frequency evolution
We will first obtain the time derivative of the stellar or planetary
spin frequency implied by equation (6). The canonical angular mo-
mentum associated with the mode together with its complex conju-
gate is given by (Appendix C)
Jmode =
mε
ω
|q|2. (10)
Differentiating with respect to time and substituting equation (6),
we find
J˙mode = −2γJmode +2mεUIm
[
qeiψ
]
. (11)
The first term in equation (11) results from damping, and is
imparted to the stellar or planetary spin (Goldreich & Nicholson
1989b).1 We thus set
J˙spin = 2γJmode, (12)
meaning that
Ω˙spin =
2γJmode
I∗
+αspin, (13)
where I∗ is the planet or star’s moment of inertia, and we have
incorporated an additional term αspin to account for processes that
can change Ωspin other than interaction with the mode in question—
e.g., the equilibrium tide, magnetic braking, etc. We take αspin to be
constant.
1 It can be shown that the second term in equation (11) is exactly the angu-
lar momentum transfer rate from the orbit; see e.g. Weinberg et al. (2012).
This justifies attributing the first term to changes in the spin.
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The rate at which the orbital energy changes is given by
(Weinberg et al. 2012)
E˙orb = −2kΩorbεUIm
[
qeiψ
]
. (14)
We can convert equation (14) into an expression for Ω˙orb using
Ω˙orb
Ωorb
= −3 E˙orb
µa2Ω2orb
, (15)
which yields
Ω˙orb =
(
3k
µa2
)
2εUIm
[
qeiψ
]
+αorb, (16)
where we have again included an extra term αorb to account for e.g.
orbital decay by gravitational waves.
It is useful to combine equations (13) & (16) to determine the
time derivative of δω = ω −σ, which can be expressed as
δ˙ω
ω
= −Γdr +Γtide
(
γ|q|2
ωU2
− r Im
[
qeiψ
U
])
. (17)
Here we have combined both α parameters from earlier into the
“drift” rate
Γdr =
kαorb −m(1−C)αspin
ω
− ∂ lnω
∂t
, (18)
where
C = − 1
m
∂ω
∂Ωspin
(19)
allows for a rotationally dependent corotating-frame eigenmode
frequency and ∂ω/∂t accounts for changes in the eigenmode fre-
quency due to progressive modifications of the background hydro-
static profile from e.g. stellar evolution.2 The tidal backreaction rate
is
Γtide =
2m2U2(1−C)ε
I∗ω
, (20)
and parameterizes the strength of tidal coupling to the mode in
question; it is related to the rate at which the mode can synchronize
the star or planet at nonresonant amplitudes (|q| ∼ |U |). Lastly, the
moment of inertia ratio is
r =
k2
m2
3I∗
(1−C)µa2
. (21)
We assume that both Γtide and r are positive throughout this work,
but allow Γdr to possess either sign.
5 RESONANCE LOCK FIXED POINTS
5.1 Existence of fixed points
We first remove the overall oscillatory time dependence of q by
changing variables to Q = qeiψ/U , so that equation (6) becomes
Q˙+
(
iδω +γ + U˙
U
)
Q = iω, (22)
where again δω = ω −σ. For simplicity, we now assume that γ is
much larger than terms contributing to U˙/U , such as a˙/a and e˙/e,
so that equation (22) becomes
Q˙+ (iδω +γ)Q = iω; (23)
2 Tidal heating could contribute to the |q|2 term in equation (17), due to
heat deposited by the mode in question affecting the background star or
planet; we neglect this for simplicity.
as we will see in § 8, this essentially amounts to assuming γ 
|Γdr|. Equation (17) becomes
δ˙ω
ω
= −Γdr +Γtide
( γ
ω
|Q|2 − r Im[Q]
)
. (24)
Having thus eliminated direct dependence on the phase ψ, our two
dynamical variables are now Q and δω. Since Q is complex, we
have a third-order differential system.
Resonance locking corresponds to a fixed point in the evolu-
tion equations. We thus set time derivatives to zero in equation (23)
to derive
Qf =
ω
δωf − iγ
, (25)
and hence [
Re(Qf)
Im(Qf)
]
=
ω
δω2f +γ2
×
[
δωf
γ
]
. (26)
Similarly, setting δ˙ω = 0 in equation (24) and using the fact that
(γ/ω)|Qf|2 = Im(Qf), we have
Γdr = (1− r)Γtide Im(Qf). (27)
We can use equations (26) & (27) to derive
δω2f =
ωγΓtide(1− r)
Γdr
−γ2. (28)
So far we have not determined the sign of δωf, and indeed there is
one fixed point for each sign; however, we will show in § 5.2.2 that
one is always unstable.
These fixed points exists if equations (26) & (27) can be solved
for Qf and σf, which is possible if (assuming Γtide > 0)
γ
ωΓtide
<
1− r
Γdr
; (29)
this in particular requires
(1− r)Γdr > 0. (30)
If Γdr > 0, then equation (30) reduces to
|k|< |m|
(
(1−C)µa2
3I∗
)1/2
. (31)
As a result, Fuller & Lai (2012b) referred to the quantity on the
right-hand side of equation (31) as the “critical” harmonic.
The existence of the fixed points also relies on the “weak-tide”
limit, which we define to be |δωf|<∆ω/2, where ∆ω is the eigen-
mode frequency spacing near the mode in question. This means
that the fixed point must lie within the eigenmode’s domain of in-
fluence, so that the contribution of other eigenmode resonances can
be legitimately neglected. If this is not the case, then resonance
locking is not possible.
For example, if Γdr is very small, equation (27) requires a com-
mensurately small value of Q. However, this could be impossible
to achieve in practice, since it would require a very large value of
the detuning δω, allowing the possibility for a neighboring mode
to come into resonance. The actual outcome in such a situation is
that the tidal interaction would dominate the dynamics, and the drift
processes contributing to Γdr would be irrelevant—i.e., the “strong-
tide” limit.
A necessary condition for the weak-tide limit, and thus for a
resonance lock to be able to occur, is |δωf|  ω, which evaluates to
|Γdr|
γ
 Γtide|1− r|
ω
. (32)
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We will use this as a convenient, although very liberal, proxy for the
real requirement of |δωf|<∆ω/2, so as to avoid handling the addi-
tional parameter ∆ω. Calculations of dynamical tidal evolution that
use the adiabatic approximation (§ 6.1.1) with many modes—e.g.
Witte & Savonije (1999); Fuller & Lai (2012b)—already naturally
account for the true requirement.
5.2 Fixed point stability
5.2.1 Linearization
We will now perform a linear stability analysis about each fixed
point. First, note that the presence of the nonanalytic functions | · |
and Im(·) in equation (24) necessitates treating the real and imagi-
nary parts of Q separately. Thus let
ζ =
[
Re(Q) Im(Q) (σ −ω)/ω
]T
,
and
dζ
dt
= f(ζ),
where f represents equations (23) & (24) and satisfies∇ · f = −2γ.
We can then derive a time-evolution equation for δζ = ζ − ζf by
invoking results from § 5.1.
Proceeding, to linear order we have
d
dt
δζ = Aδζ +o(δζ), (33)
where
A =Df(ζf) =
 −γ δωf A1,3−δωf −γ A2,3
A3,1 A3,2 0
 , (34)
A1,3 = −
ωβ
Γtide
A2,3 =
ωβδωf
γΓtide
(35)
A3,1 = −
2βδωf
ω
A3,2 = rΓtide −
2βγ
ω
, (36)
and β = Γdr/(1− r).
5.2.2 Eigenvalues
We assume in this section that equation (29) is satisfied, so that
the resonance locking fixed point formally exists, and that equa-
tion (32) is also satisfied, so that we are in the weak-tide limit and
the fixed point physically exists. The characteristic polynomial P
for the eigenvalues λ of A is
P(λ) = λ3 +2γλ2 +P1λ+P0, (37)
where
P1 =
ωγΓtide
β
− rωβδωf
γ
P0 = 2ωΓdrδωf. (38)
A fixed point is asymptotically stable if all eigenvalues satisfy
Re(λ) < 0. A standard theorem then states that, for this to occur,
it is necessary (but not sufficient) that all of the coefficients of λi
(i > 0) in equation (37) possess the same sign. We thus must have
that P1,0 > 0.
First, we see that
+1 = sign(P0) = sign(Γdr)sign(δωf). (39)
Since equations (26) & (27) admit two solutions, corresponding to
δωf =±|δωf|, the criterion that P0 > 0 simply allows us to select the
solution that could potentially be stable. Henceforth we will focus
on the solution that satisfies equation (39), which we refer to as the
“lagging” fixed point; similarly, the “leading” fixed point is the one
that fails to satisfy equation (39).
Equation (39) permits the following intuitive interpretation:
the forcing frequency σ is “pushed” towards an eigenfrequency in
the direction specified by the sign of Γdr, but the approaching eigen-
mode “pushes” σ in the opposite direction, and resonance locking
occurs when these “forces” cancel out (§ 2). In particular, if Γdr > 0,
σf should be smaller than ω, meaning δωf = ω −σf > 0, consistent
with equation (39).
It remains to analyze P1 and to ascertain when it is also pos-
itive. Moreover, since positivity of the characteristic polynomial’s
coefficients is only a necessary condition for stability, we must then
further examine the Hurwitz matrix associated with P to establish
when its leading principal minors are also positive (e.g. Gradshteyn
& Ryzhik 2007). We perform this analysis in Appendix A in the
limit of γ |δωf|; the result is that the lagging fixed point is stable
if and only if
Γdr < 0 or 0 <
Γdr
γ
< (1− r)
(
Γtide
ω
)1/3
(40)
(subject to the assumptions we have made thus far). In particular,
the lagging fixed point is thus always stable for r > 1 per equa-
tion (30).
Figure 2 shows the stability region of the lagging fixed point as
a function of the damping rate γ and the frequency drift rate Γdr for
two example values of the backreaction rate Γtide and the moment
of inertia ratio r. Stability was determined by numerically solving
for the eigenvalues λ using equation (37), and is indicated by green
shading, while instability is white; regions where the fixed point
does not exist are shaded dark gray. Equations (29), (32), & (40),
which are displayed as blue dashed, black dotted, and magenta dot-
dashed lines, closely correspond to the green region’s boundaries.
The values used in the top panel were chosen based on our white
dwarf binary application in § 9.1. In the bottom panel we have r >
1, which by equation (30) implies Γdr < 0.
The instability boundary defined by equation (40) is in fact
a supercritical Hopf bifurcation (Wiggins 2003), corresponding to
the loss of stability of a complex conjugate eigenvalue pair. Past the
bifurcation, inside the unstable region of parameter space, this un-
stable complex conjugate pair splits into two unstable real eigenval-
ues, as shown in Figure 3. In other words, the fixed point switches
from being an unstable spiral to an unstable node. Determining the
parameter space manifold on which this splitting occurs will be
useful in § 7.2; we can accomplish this by setting the discriminant
of equation (37) to zero (thus requiring a repeated root), yielding
0 = 36γP1P0 −32γ3P0 +4γ2P21 −4P
3
1 −27P
2
0 . (41)
Although this equation cannot be solved analytically, we can
nonetheless determine the asymptotic dependence of Γdr on γ in
the limit γ → 0. Newton’s polygon for equation (41) shows that
this asymptotic dependence is linear: Γdr = Aγ. Substituting this
into equation (41), setting γ = 0, and solving for A, we have that
the lagging fixed point is a spiral if
Γdr < γ
(
1− r
r2/3
)(
Γtide
ω
)1/3
. (42)
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Figure 2. Resonance locking fixed point stability analysis. Regions where
the fixed point is asymptotically stable are shaded green, while unstable
regions are white, and regions where the fixed point does not exist are
dark gray. We determined the stability regions by numerically evaluating
the eigenvalues λi of the matrix A determined by linearizing the equations
of motion about the fixed point (equation 34) and enforcing Re(λi) < 0 to-
gether with equation (32). The analytic results in equations (29), (32), &
(40) are displayed as blue dashed, black dotted, and magenta dot-dashed
lines. The lower-right gray triangle in both panels corresponds to where
the weak-tide limit is certainly violated, and thus the fixed point does not
physically exist; see § 5.1. In the bottom panel we have r > 1, which by
equation (30) implies Γdr < 0.
6 TRAJECTORIES
Here we will show several examples of trajectories that can be pro-
duced by our dynamical equations from § 5.1. First, however, in
§ 6.1 we will discuss two different analytic approximations that the
trajectories follow in certain limits.
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Figure 3. Real parts of the lagging fixed point’s three eigenvalues as func-
tions of Γdr for γ/ω = 10−8, Γtide/ω = 10−10, and r = 0.01 (see the left mid-
dle panel of Figure 10). A complex conjugate pair exists for Γdr/ω . 10−10
(equation 42), which loses stability at Γdr/ω≈ 10−11.3 in a Hopf bifurcation
(equation 40).
6.1 Analytic approximations
6.1.1 Adiabatic approximation
In this paper, we define the adiabatic approximation to be the sit-
uation where the mode amplitude can instantaneously adjust to a
changing forcing frequency, and thus we can set the Q˙ term in equa-
tion (23) to zero and assume σ is constant. Equation (23) can then
be solved exactly:
Qad =
ω
δω − iγ
. (43)
This approximation, also referred to as the Lorentzian approxima-
tion due to the form of equation (43), is frequently employed in the
literature.
The domain of validity of the adiabatic approximation can be
determined by comparing the maximum possible mode growth rate
to the growth rate implied by equation (43); when the latter exceeds
the former, the adiabatic approximation is no longer valid. We can
determine the maximum rate at which a mode amplitude Q can
grow by providing a perfect resonance to equation (23), i.e., by
setting σ = ω. Dropping the damping term and setting σ˙ = 0, the
particular solution is
Q(t) = iωt, (44)
which implies that |Q˙|max = ω. Next, in order to estimate the time
derivative of Qad, we take σ˙ ≈ Γdrω, which gives us
|Q˙ad| ≈ |Γdr|
(
ω2
δω2 +γ2
)
. (45)
We then equate |Q˙ad| and |Q˙|max and solve for δω, finding
δω2ad ≈ |Γdr|ω −γ2; (46)
if |Γdr|ω < γ2, then the adiabatic approximation is always valid.
6.1.2 No-backreaction approximation
Although directly solving equations (23) & (24) outside the adia-
batic limit requires numerical integration, we can nonetheless pro-
duce an approximate analytic expression for Q(t) in the limit that
backreaction of the mode on the tidal forcing frequency σ is unim-
portant (Reisenegger & Goldreich 1994; Rathore et al. 2005). This
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approximation subsumes the adiabatic approximation, but is also
more complicated.
Since we are already assuming that the mode damping rate is
weak enough for the resonance locking fixed point to exist (equa-
tion 29), we can simply take γ→ 0. Subject to this simplification,
we can solve equation (6), yielding
q(t)≈ iωUe−iωt
∫ t
t0
eiωt−iψdt, (47)
with t0 −(ωΓdr)−1/2. If we then approximate ψ as
ψ ≈ ψ0 +ωt +ωΓdrt2/2,
where we have set resonance to occur (i.e. ψ˙ = ω) at t = 0, then
equation (47) becomes a closed-form solution to the equations of
motion.
Since the integral in equation (47) approaches a constant
for t  (ωΓdr)−1/2, and since we wish to estimate the maximum
value of |Q|, we can simply extend the domain of integration to
(−∞,+∞), yielding (using e.g. the method of stationary phase)
q(t)≈ −(1− i)U
√
piω
Γdr
e−iωt−iψ0 (48)
for t (ωΓdr)−1/2. We thus find that
|Q|max ≈
√
2piω
|Γdr| . (49)
We plot this maximal value of |Q| in the middle panels of Figures
4 – 7 as a dash-dotted black line.
6.2 Numerical results
Figures 4 – 7 show full numerical solutions to equations (23) & (24)
for several different choices of our four parameters γ, Γdr, Γtide, and
r. In each case, the mode amplitude is initialized to the adiabatic
approximation in the regime where it should be valid (§ 6.1.1).
First, Figure 4 gives a simple example of resonance locking
into a stable fixed point. Next, we hold Γtide, γ, and r constant,
but increase Γdr by a factor of ∼ 10, thus making σ sweep towards
resonance more quickly. In this case the fixed point is no longer sta-
ble, since equation (40) is no longer satisfied, and Figure 5 shows
the limit cycle resonance lock that then occurs. The system passes
through resonance in between the two unstable fixed points, and
then oscillates back and forth through resonance. This oscillation
pumps the mode amplitude up as the system is repelled by the fixed
points. Eventually, the oscillation ceases and the mode’s angular
momentum discharges into rotation causing the system to travel
back away from resonance and decay back onto the adiabatic ap-
proximation. The cycle then begins again. This limit cycle is in
fact precisely the stable periodic orbit generated by the supercriti-
cal Hopf bifurcation (§ 5.2.2).
Figure 6 shows the resulting evolution again holding all pa-
rameters constant except for Γdr, which we increase by another fac-
tor of ∼ 10. The resonance locking fixed point is now sufficiently
unstable that it suppresses the mode amplitude’s growth and pre-
vents resonance locking from occurring. Near resonance the mode
amplitude still grows appreciably, but after the lock fails to hold,
damping causes the mode amplitude to decay exponentially. We
have found the linear character of the lagging fixed point to be the
principal distinguishing factor between a limit cycle occurring and
a failed resonance capture due to fixed point suppression. Specif-
ically, we find that if the lagging fixed point is an unstable node,
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Figure 4. Numerical integration of mode and orbital evolution equations
for the case of resonance locking into a stable fixed point. Parameters used
were Γdr/ω = 10−9, γ/ω = 10−4.5, Γtide/ω = 10−10, and r = 0.5. The adi-
abatic approximation is shown in the top panel as a dashed black line
(§ 6.1.1), while the actual system trajectory is purple. The red circle shows
the lagging fixed point (§ 5). Individual timeseries for the mode ampli-
tude Q and the forcing frequency σ are shown in the bottom two pan-
els. The dash-dotted black line in the mode amplitude panel shows equa-
tion (49), which gives the maximum amplitude attainable under the no-
backreaction approximation (§ 6.1.2). The lagging fixed point’s eigenvalues
are λ/ω ∈ {(−0.031±1.2 i)×10−3, −1.6×10−6}.
meaning all its eigenvalues are real (Figure 3), then it acts to sup-
press the mode amplitude and leads to a failed capture. If instead
the lagging fixed point is an unstable spiral, meaning its eigenval-
ues contain an unstable complex conjugate pair (§ 5.2.2), then it is
able to “pump” a trajectory to high amplitude and allow the forma-
tion of a limit cycle. This distinction, which is valid within a factor
of ∼ 3 in Γdr, will be critical in § 7.2.
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Figure 5. Resonance lock limit cycle for a case in which the fixed points
exist (red and black circles) but are linearly unstable. Parameters used
were Γdr/ω = 10−7.7, γ/ω = 10−4.5, Γtide/ω = 10−10, and r = 0.5. Conven-
tions used are the same as in Figure 4. Color shows time, ranging from
purple at t = 0 to light blue. The red & black circles show the lagging
and leading fixed points, respectively (§ 5). System sweeps through res-
onance without initially being captured. However, the system then oscil-
lates through resonance several times, pumping up the mode’s amplitude.
Eventually, the oscillation ceases and the mode’s angular momentum dis-
charges into rotation causing the system to travel back away from res-
onance and start over. The lagging fixed point’s eigenvalues are λ/ω ∈
{−3.9×10−4, (1.6±0.49 i)×10−4}.
6.3 Chaos
Lastly, Figure 7 shows a chaotic trajectory. This situation is very
similar to the limit cycle evolution shown in Figure 5, in that the
resonance locking fixed point is unstable but Γdr is not so large that
resonance locking doesn’t occur altogether; the essential difference
is that the mode amplitude profile resulting from the adiabatic ap-
proximation (dashed line) is capped by damping not far above the
fixed points, unlike in Figure 5 where it ascends much higher. This
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Figure 6. Failed resonance lock. Parameters used were Γdr/ω = 10−7,
γ/ω = 10−4.5, Γtide/ω = 10−10, and r = 0.5. Conventions used are the same
as in Figure 4. Color shows time, ranging from purple at t = 0 to light
blue. The unstable, repulsive fixed points (red and black circles) suppress
the maximum attainable mode amplitude below the dash-dotted black line
in the second panel, which shows the maximum amplitude that would be
achieved without backreaction (§ 6.1.2). This suppression is severe enough
to prevent resonance locking from occurring. The lagging fixed point’s
eigenvalues are λ/ω ∈ {−6.7×10−4, 5.4×10−4, 6.8×10−5}.
corresponds to the fact that the choice of parameters for Figure 7
lies close (logarithmically speaking) to the bifurcation manifold in
parameter space where equation (29) ceases to be satisfied and the
fixed points no longer exist. This appears to be a key ingredient for
chaos, as we will explain below, which is why we have changed γ
to a larger value than that used in Figures 4 – 6 (so that equation 29
is closer to not being satisfied).
Since the fixed points are so close to the peak of the adiabatic
profile, the pumping process that occurs due to repulsion from the
fixed points cannot allow the mode to acquire a very large ampli-
tude. As a result, when the mode’s angular momentum eventually
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Figure 7. Chaotic resonance lock around an unstable fixed point (red cir-
cle). Parameters used were Γdr/ω = 10−7.4, γ/ω = 10−4, Γtide/ω = 10−10,
and r = 0.5. Conventions used are the same as in Figure 4. Color shows
time, ranging from purple at t = 0 to light blue. This situation is simi-
lar to that depicted in Figure 5, but in this case backreaction is so sig-
nificant that the system never fully returns to the adiabatic approximation
once deviating from it near the fixed point. Chaotic orbits are instead ex-
ecuted around the fixed point. The lagging fixed point’s eigenvalues are
λ/ω ∈ {(0.98±2.4 i)×10−4, −4.0×10−4}.
drains into the background spin, the system does not retreat back
from resonance very far, and has little time to decay back onto the
adiabatic approximation before resonance is reached again. The ini-
tial condition upon entering resonance is consequently somewhat
different each cycle, leading to the potential for chaos.
We show a three-dimensional projection of the orbit from Fig-
ure 7 in Figure 8. The lagging fixed point is shown by a small
red sphere, while its unstable plane corresponding to eigenvalues
λ/ω = (0.98±2.4 i)×10−4 is also displayed.
We now present numerical evidence that the path depicted in
Figure 8 follows a strange attractor. We emphasize that our evi-
(σ −ω
)/|δωf
|
Im(Q−Qf)/|Qf|
R
e(Q
−
Q
f )/|Q
f |
Figure 8. Three-dimensional projection of the integration from Figure 7.
Time is indicated by color, ranging from dark purple at early times to light
blue. The unstable plane corresponding to eigenvalues (0.98±2.4 i)×10−4
is shown, centered on the fixed point (red sphere). Each cycle, the system
begins near the fixed point, but is then ejected along the unstable manifold.
Nonlinear terms cause the system to decay back onto the adiabatic solution;
this motion comprises the spiral structure on the left. The adiabatic solution
then transports the system near to the fixed point, and the cycle begins again
with perturbed initial conditions.
dence is not rigorous. A strange attractor of a dynamical system,
also known as an attracting chaotic invariant set, is a set that (Wig-
gins 2003):
(i) is compact,
(ii) is invariant under the dynamical equations,
(iii) is attracting,
(iv) has sensitive dependence on initial conditions, and
(v) is topologically transitive.
Figure 8 appears to begin to trace out a bounded, attracting,
invariant set, which we denote Λ; this addresses conditions (i) –
(iii). In Figure 9, we estimate the largest Lyapunov exponent of the
trajectory in Figure 8 to be 6×10−5ω. Since this is positive, trajec-
tories that begin together deviate exponentially as time passes. This
then points toward condition (iv) being satisfied. Lastly, since color
indicates time in Figure 8, the fact that dark purple (early times) is
tightly and randomly interwound with light blue (late times) leads
us to believe that condition (v) is likely also satisfied. Again, we
have presented only suggestive evidence; further study is required
to fully address the presence of a strange attractor.
In addition, we note that our preliminary investigations show
that the chaos present results from the Hopf orbit undergoing a
period-doubling cascade, and is similar in several ways to the
Rössler attractor (Rössler 1976). This requires further study.
7 ACHIEVING RESONANCE LOCKS
7.1 Numerical results
In order to ascertain the conditions that lead to resonance locks,
we performed sample integrations of equations (23) & (24) numer-
ically. We initialized each integration with
δω0 = 10×max(δωf,δωad,γ)
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Figure 9. Estimation of largest Lyapunov exponent for the chaotic trajec-
tory in Figures 7 & 8. We initialized two numerical integrations of our
dynamical equations on the adiabatic solution (§ 6.1.1) with slightly per-
turbed initial detuning frequencies: δω0 = 0.95δωf and 0.950001δωf. The
blue curve shows the norm of the difference between the resulting values of
the reduced mode amplitude Q as a function of time. The trajectories ini-
tially deviate exponentially, demonstrating chaos, with a rough functional
form of et/τ for τ ≈ 2× 104/ω (dashed magenta line). We thus estimate
the largest Lyapunov exponent (Wiggins 2003) for the trajectories to be
≈ 1/τ ≈ 6×10−5ω > 0, which is close to the damping rate of γ = 10−4ω.
and Q0 set by the adiabatic approximation from equation (43). We
then performed each integration until t1 = 2δω0/ωΓdr. We deter-
mined that a resonance lock occurred if, assuming r < 1,
minδω
δω0
> −0.5,
where minδω is the minimum value of δω attained over the final
10% of integration.3 A similar formula was used for r > 1, but ac-
counting for the fact that resonance is then approached from the left
(in terms of δω; see § 5.1). Note that these conditions account for
stable, limit cycle, and chaotic forms of resonance locking (§ 6.2).
Figure 10 shows our results. Light blue regions indicate that
a resonance lock did occur, while white indicates the reverse, and
dark gray indicates that the fixed point does not exist (§ 5.1). The
green lines are the analytic formula from equation (54) below for
the boundary between successful and failed resonance locking. The
thin purple lines are the equivalent condition for resonance locks to
occur when r > 1, from equation (53). Both analytic approxima-
tions, which we will develop in the next section, show good agree-
ment with numerical results.
7.2 Analytic approximations
We now seek to obtain an analytical understanding of our numer-
ical results in Figure 10. We will thus attempt to assemble a set
of analytic approximations to determine what values of our four
parameters γ, Γdr, Γtide, and r (§ 4) lead to resonance locks, and
what values do not. We define resonance locking in this context to
be any behavior such that σ does not increase without bound as
t →∞; this definition comprises locking into a stable fixed point
(Figure 4), limit cycles about an unstable fixed point (Figure 5), and
chaotic behavior like in Figure 7, but does not include the behavior
seen e.g. in Figure 6.
3 Numerous other potential resonance lock criteria exist; however, we have
found this to be the most reliable.
We see by inspecting equations (25) & (43) that the adia-
batic solution exactly passes through the resonance locking fixed
point. As a result, a sufficient condition for a resonance lock to be
achieved is |δωf|> |δωad|, which evaluates to
Γ2dr . (1− r)|Γtide|γ, (50)
together with fixed point stability (§ 5.2; equation 40). However,
this is a very conservative estimate of the resonance locking regime.
To develop a set of necessary and sufficient criteria for resonance
locks, recall that the time derivative of δω is given by (equation 24)
δ˙ω/ω = −Γdr +Γtide(g1 − rg2), (51)
where g1 and g2 are
g1 =
γ
ω
|Q|2 g2 = Im[Q]. (52)
First, assume r 1. By equation (30) we see that Γdr < 0 and
thus that the system approaches resonance from the left (in terms
of δω; note that in Figures 4 – 7 the abscissa is σ −ω = −δω). Since
the lagging fixed point is always stable in this situation (§ 5.2.2),
we simply need the resonance passage to provide sufficient ampli-
tude to reach the fixed point in order for a stable resonance lock to
take hold. Invoking the no-backreaction approximation results from
§ 6.1.2 to substitute a maximum value of Im[Q] into equation (51),
dropping g1, and setting δ˙ω ∼ 0 leads to the following condition
for resonance locking:
− Γdr
Γtide
> 3r
√
−piω
Γdr
. (r 1) (53)
Although our analysis is strictly valid only for r much larger than
unity, we find it to work well even for r & 1, as can be seen in
the bottom row of Figure 10 (where r = 1.5). We have inserted an
additional factor of 3 on the right-hand side of equation (53) to
match our numerical results.
Next, assume r 1. By equation (30) this means Γdr > 0, so
the system approaches the resonance locking fixed point from the
right (in terms of δω). Here, however, the fixed point is not always
stable, as we found in § 5.2.2. In § 6.2, we argued that resonance
locks in the form of limit cycles or chaotic trajectories could occur
when the fixed point was an unstable spiral (with a complex con-
jugate pair of eigenvalues), but that resonance capture failed when
the fixed point was an unstable node (with all real eigenvalues);
this was true within a factor of ∼ 3 in terms of the value of Γdr.
Thus a necessary condition for resonance locks (to within a factor
of ∼ 3) is equation (42), which specifies where the fixed point is
a spiral. Next, we drop g2 and again substitute the no-backreaction
approximation results from § 6.1.2 to find that resonance passage
can deliver a system to the resonance locking fixed point if
γ
Γdr
>
Γdr
2piΓtide
.
Augmented with equation (42), this approximately becomes the
following condition for resonance locking:
γ
Γdr
>
Γdr
6piΓtide
+ 1
3
(
r2/3
1− r
)(
ω
Γtide
)1/3
. (r 1) (54)
Similar to our formula for r> 1, our analysis is valid only for r very
close to zero; however, we again find it to work well even for r. 1,
as can be seen in the right panels of the top two rows of Figure 10
(where r = 0.5). We have inserted an additional factor of 1/3 on the
right-hand side of equation (54) to match our numerical results.
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Figure 10. Resonance lock regimes based on numerical solution of mode, spin, and orbit evolution equations from § 5.1. Light blue shading indicates that
resonance locking occurs (including stable fixed point locks, limit cycles, and chaotic locks, as in Figures 4, 5, & 7), while white indicates the reverse (as in
Figure 6). Above each dashed blue line, the resonance locking fixed point does not exist (§ 5.1; equation 29). The green and purple lines correspond to our
analytic formulae for the resonance locking regime (§ 7.2; equations 54 & 53 respectively). The dash-dotted magenta line indicates the upper boundary of the
domain of stability of the resonance lock fixed point (§ 5.2; equation 40), while the dotted black line shows where the weak-tide limit is certainly violated
(§ 5.1; equation 32). Limit cycles and chaotic orbits (as in Figures 5 & 7) preferentially occur in the regions between the green and magenta lines (where the
fixed point is unstable but locks still occur).
8 TIDAL EVOLUTION DURING RESONANCE LOCKS
8.1 Accelerating tidal evolution
Here we generalize the energetic arguments made in Burkart et al.
(2013) to estimate the orbital and spin evolution during a resonance
lock. During a lock, the reduced mode amplitude Q is roughly given
by its value at the fixed point, i.e., equation (27); note, however, that
this approximation is very crude for limit cycles and chaotic orbits
(e.g. Figures 5 & 7) since in those cases the real and imaginary
parts of Q have a more complicated dependence on time. Using
equations (16) & (27) together with our definitions of Γdr, Γtide,
and r from equations (18) – (21), we can derive
Ω˙orb =
(
1
1− r
)[
αorb −
r
k
(
mαspin +
∂ω
∂t
)]
, (55)
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where again αorb and αspin represent the contributions to Ω˙orb and
Ω˙spin from slowly varying processes other than resonant interaction
with the normal mode in question (see equations 13 & 16). This
can be converted into an energy transfer rate by equation (15). Per-
forming a similar derivation for the spin frequency, we have
Ω˙spin =
( r
1− r
)[
−αspin +
1
rm
(
kαorb −
∂ω
∂t
)]
, (56)
Examining equations (55) & (56), we see that a resonance lock
acts to accelerate the orbital and spin evolution given by the non-
resonant processes contributing to αorb and αspin, which are due e.g.
to gravitational wave orbital decay, the equilibrium tide, etc. More-
over, since the time derivative of the eccentricity is simply a linear
combination of Ω˙orb and Ω˙spin (Witte & Savonije 1999), resonance
locking also accelerates circularization. The degree of acceleration
depends on how close the moment of inertia ratio r is to unity; we
estimate under what conditions r ∼ 1 in § 8.2. This acceleration
of tidal evolution is what led Witte & Savonije (2002) to conclude
that resonance locks solve the solar-binary problem (Meibom et al.
2006), although they neglected essential nonlinear effects that ob-
viate their results (see § 3).
The presence of αspin in the evolution equation for Ω˙orb (and
αorb in the equation for Ω˙spin) implies that a resonance lock effi-
ciently couples orbital and spin evolution together, as well as to
stellar evolution through the rate of change of the eigenfrequency
∂ω/∂t. For example, if gravitational waves in an inspiraling white
dwarf binary cause orbital decay, a resonance lock will cause tidal
synchronization to occur on a gravitational wave timescale (§ 9.1).
Similarly, resonance locking can cause stellar spindown by mag-
netic braking or eigenfrequency evolution due to tidal heating to
backreact on the binary orbit.
8.2 Conditions for rapid tidal evolution
Here we estimate the “typical” value of r (defined in equation 21)
expected to occur in a given binary, so as to assess whether res-
onance locks significantly accelerate tidal evolution (§ 8.1). First,
consider a binary in a circular, spin-aligned orbit. For the lowest-
order l = 2 spherical harmonic of the tidal potential, only one tem-
poral Fourier component of the tidal forcing exists: k = m = 2
(§ 4.1). With only a single forcing component, it is thus generi-
cally unlikely to find r ∼ 1. The exception is when considering a
star whose companion’s mass isM, in which case r may be ∼ 1
even for a circular orbit.
For an eccentric orbit, however, there is significant power at
many harmonics k of the orbital frequency. In this case, a reso-
nance lock persists until it is disrupted when another mode, driven
by a different Fourier component, also comes into resonance and
upsets the balance of spin and orbital evolution theretofore enforc-
ing δ˙ω = 0. Whether the existing resonance lock can withstand a
second resonance passage depends on how “robust” it is; we can
estimate the degree of “robustness” using the maximum amplitude
achieved under the no-backreaction approximation from § 6.1.2:4
|q|max = |U |
√
2piω
|Γdr| . (57)
If we equate ω ≈ kΩorb, having taken |mΩspin|  |kΩorb| for
4 Our results are insensitive to the expression by which a resonance lock’s
“robustness” is quantified, so long as it is proportional to U .
simplicity, then |q|max depends on the harmonic index k as
|q|max ∝∼ kbX klm, (58)
where X is a Hansen coefficient and b > 0 is a constant that ac-
counts for power law dependences on the tidal overlap integral
and other mode-dependent quantities entering into equation (57)
(§ 4.1). Using our scaling derived in Appendix B, equation (58)
becomes
|q|max ∝∼ kb−1/2 exp[−kg(e)] , (59)
where the full form of g(e)≈ (1−e2)3/2/3 is given in equation (B4).
The longest-lived resonance locks in an eccentric binary will
be those with the largest values of |q|max. Thus we can estimate the
“typical” value of r by finding the value of k that maximizes |q|max.
This is
argmaxk|q|max ≈
b−1/2
g(e)
. (60)
In order to produce a simple order-of-magnitude estimate, we take
b− 1/2 ∼ 1 to find that the most robust resonance locks will have
r ∼ 1, and thus significantly increase the rate of tidal evolution, if5
1− e2 ∼
(
10
I∗
µa2
)1/3
. (61)
When this condition is not satisfied, then either the longest-lived
resonance locks will not provide much acceleration of tidal evolu-
tion, or there will be no long-lived locks at all.
9 ASTROPHYSICAL APPLICATIONS
In §§ 9.1 & 9.2, we determine where tidal resonance locks may
be able to occur by applying the criteria we have developed—
equations (29) & (54)—to inspiraling compact object binaries and
eccentric stellar binaries.
9.1 Inspiraling compact object binaries
We consider the case of a circular, spin-orbit-aligned binary con-
sisting of either two white dwarfs or two neutron stars. The equiv-
alent of the drift rate Γdr in this case is
Γdr =
mΩorb
ωtgw
, (62)
where tgw is the gravitational wave orbital decay time given by (Pe-
ters 1964)
tgw = ω−1∗
5
96
(
1+M′/M
)1/3
M′/M
β−5∗
(
ω∗
Ωorb
)8/3
. (63)
Here ω2∗ = GM/R3 is the dynamical frequency and β2∗ = GM/Rc2
is the ratio of the escape velocity to the speed of light. We consider
only the l = |m| = 2 component of the tidal response.
For a fiducial double-white dwarf binary, we use the 0.6M,
Teff = 5,500 K carbon/oxygen white dwarf model described in
Burkart et al. (2013), with a radius of R = 0.013R, and a moment
of inertia of I∗ = 0.18MR2. For the damping rate γ and tidal overlap
5 Note that whether r > 1 or r < 1 is determined by the sign of Γdr, which
is independent of our estimates here; see § 5.1.
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Figure 11. Resonance locking regimes for a fiducial white dwarf binary.
Yellow shading indicates that the resonance locking fixed points exists
(equation 29), but that resonance locks are nonetheless not possible. Orange
shading indicates the complete resonance locking regime, derived from our
numerical results in § 7.1 (equation 54). The black dashed line shows a
schematic system trajectory, assuming the initial spin is negligible. The dot-
dashed magenta line shows where the lagging fixed point becomes unstable
(equation 40).
integral I, we use the following scaling relations listed in Table 3
of Burkart et al. (2013):
I ∼ 27×
(
σ
ω∗
)3.69
γ ∼ 2.9×10−14ω∗×
(
σ
ω∗
)−1.88
,
where our mode normalization convention is E∗ = ε and we are ne-
glecting rotational modifications of the stellar eigenmodes (in other
words, setting the Coriolis force operator B from § 4.1 to zero).
For a fiducial double-neutron star binary, we use the M =
1.4M, R = 12 km cold neutron star model employed in Wein-
berg et al. (2013), which assumed the Skyrme-Lyon equation of
state (Chabanat et al. 1998; Steiner & Watts 2009). We assume
that I∗ = 0.18MR2, as with our white dwarf model. Weinberg et al.
(2013) give the following scaling relations for l = 2 g-modes:
I ∼ 0.3×
(
σ
ω∗
)2
γ ∼ 4×10−8×
(
σ
ω∗
)−2
T −28 Hz,
where T8 is the core temperature in units of 108 K.
Figure 11 shows our result for the white dwarf case. The yel-
low region shows where the resonance locking fixed point exists
(equation 29) but where resonance locks are nonetheless not pos-
sible according to our numerical and analytic results in § 7. The
orange region shows the complete resonance locking regime de-
rived from our numerical results (equation 54). The dashed black
line in the top panel is a simple, schematic system trajectory for
a double-white dwarf binary. The system begins in the upper right
with a long orbital period and a small rotation rate. Once orbital de-
cay causes the system to reach the orange region, a resonance lock
occurs and the forcing frequency σ is held approximately constant.
This was already demonstrated in Burkart et al. (2013) using the
adiabatic approximation (§ 6.1.1), which is valid for determining
when the resonance locking fixed points exist.
Eventually, however, the system exits the orange region. At
this point resonance locking is no longer possible because of the
short gravitational wave inspiral time. This novel prediction comes
from our analysis in this work.6 Note that this prediction neglects
nonlinear hydrodynamical phenomena (§ 3): in reality the wave
amplitude eventually becomes large enough to cause wave break-
ing, as shown in Burkart et al. (2013); Fuller & Lai (2012a). This
may be a more stringent constraint on the existence of resonance
locks in many close white dwarf binaries.
In the neutron star case, the gravitational wave time is much
shorter than for white dwarf binaries at comparable values of R/a,
since neutron stars are much more relativistic objects. Resonance
passage thus happens very quickly, which prevents modes from
reaching amplitudes large enough to allow locking. As a result, res-
onance locks are never possible, even though the resonance locking
fixed point exists for Porb . 50 ms.
To get a sense of the degree to which equation (54) fails to be
satisfied for neutron star binaries, we first compute the following
quantities with Ωspin = 0:
γ
ω
= 10−7T −28
(
Porb
50 ms
)3
Γdr
ω
= 6×10−5
(
Porb
50 ms
)−5/3
Γtide
ω
= 10−11
(
Porb
50 ms
)−6
r = 0.002
(
Porb
50 ms
)−4/3
.
We thus set r ≈ 0. Substituting the remaining values into equa-
tion (54) and simplifying, we have
10T 28 < 10
−7
(
Porb
50 ms
)1/3
. (64)
This shows that resonance locking fails to occur by ∼ 8 orders of
magnitude at a wide range of orbital periods. The conclusion that
resonance locks cannot occur in neutron star binaries is thus very
robust.
9.2 Eccentric binaries
In this section we estimate whether resonance locking can occur
in eccentric stellar binaries (Witte & Savonije 1999). For a fiducial
system, we take parameters consistent with KOI-54 (Welsh et al.
2011), where it has been recently suggested that one or more of the
observed tidally excited pulsations may be the signatures of reso-
nance locks (Fuller & Lai 2012b; Burkart et al. 2012; see however
O’Leary & Burkart 2013). This system consists of two similar A
stars with M ≈ 2.3M, R ≈ 2.2R, and Teff ≈ 8,500 K. The bi-
nary’s orbital parameters are e = 0.83 and Porb = 43 days. Burkart
et al. (2012) estimated damping rates for such stars to be
γ ∼ 0.1
(
ω
ω∗
)−4
Myr−1. (65)
6 Burkart et al. (2013) did assess where the adiabatic approximation (which
was inaccurately referred to as the “secular approximation”) became in-
valid; however, this is an incomplete consideration that fails to account for
fixed point instability, limit cycles, etc.
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For overlap integrals I, we take the following scaling derived for
A stars from Burkart et al. (2012):
I ∼ 10−5
(
ω
ω∗
)11/6
. (66)
The drift rate Γdr in this case comes from the equilibrium tide’s
influence on each star’s spin and on the overall orbital frequency.
We account only for the equilibrium tide’s effect on the orbital fre-
quency for simplicity. Parameterizing the equilibrium tide’s energy
transfer rate by its quality factor Qeq, so that (Goldreich & Soter
1966)
|E˙eq| ∼ EtideΩorbQeq , (67)
we have the approximate formula
Γdr ∼ EtideQeqµa2
k
ω
, (68)
where the energy contained in the equilibrium tide is roughly
Etide ∼ λ(M′/M)2(R/a)6E∗, and the constant λ (related to the apsi-
dal motion constant) is ∼ 3×10−3 for an A star.
Witte & Savonije (1999) invoked the adiabatic approximation
(§ 6.1.1) to show that resonance locking could occur in various
fiducial eccentric binary systems; Burkart et al. (2012) performed
a similar analysis for KOI-54. However, as we have established in
this work, this only means that the resonance locking fixed point
exists, and not necessarily that resonance locking actually occurs.
For the latter, we need to apply our criterion from equation (54).
As in § 9.1, we proceed to compute the values of our four pa-
rameters that affect the possibility of resonance locks in the current
situation. We fix r, but assume 0 r < 1. We also assume that the
star is nonrotating. We then find7
γ
ω
= 10−11
(
Porb
40 day
)5/3
Γdr
ω
= 3×10−21
(
Porb
40 day
)−4(Qeq
108
)−1
Γtide
ω
= 6×10−18
(
Porb
40 day
)−4.6
.
Substituting into equation (54), noting that the first term on the
right-hand side of equation (54) is much smaller than the second in
this case (unlike in § 9.1), we find that locks are present if
1 > 10−4
(
1− r
0.1
)−1( Porb
40 day
)4.1(Qeq
108
)−1
. (69)
It thus appears that resonance locks are indeed possible in eccentric
binaries, subject to the validity of the assumptions enumerated in
§ 3 (e.g., solid-body rotation).
10 CONCLUSION
We have studied tidally induced resonance locking in close (but de-
tached) binary systems. In a resonance lock, the detuning frequency
δω = ω −σ between a stellar or planetary eigenmode frequency ω
and a particular Fourier harmonic of the tidal driving frequency
7 Since we are considering an eccentric orbit, the tidal coupling coefficient
U (on which Γtide depends) is additionally proportional to a Hansen coef-
ficient, due to the Fourier expansion of the orbital motion (§ 4.1). We take
this coefficient to be of order unity.
σ = kΩorb −mΩspin is held constant (§ 2; Witte & Savonije 1999).
This happens when a slowly varying physical process causing δω
to evolve in one direction is balanced by resonant interaction with
the eigenmode in question causing δω to evolve in the reverse di-
rection. The slowly varying process could be, e.g., orbital decay
due to gravitational waves causing Ωorb to increase, magnetic brak-
ing causing Ωspin to decrease, stellar evolution altering ω, or non-
resonant components of the tidal response (the “equilibrium tide”)
affecting both Ωorb and Ωspin simultaneously.
Our primary goal has been to understand the dynamical prop-
erties and stability of resonance locks without relying on simplify-
ing approximations for the mode amplitude evolution used in pre-
vious calculations. We defer detailed implications of these results
to future papers. We have derived a novel set of equations allowing
for a dynamically evolving mode amplitude coupled to the evolu-
tion of both Ωspin and Ωorb (§ 4). In particular, we do not assume that
the mode amplitude is given by a Lorentzian profile resulting from
the adiabatic approximation (§ 6.1.1) used in previous work, but
instead solve the fully time-dependent mode amplitude equation.
In § 5 we analyzed the stability of the dynamical fixed points
associated with resonance locks. We analytically derived when
such fixed points exist (equation 29); there are either two fixed
points or none for a given eigenmode. Although one of these equi-
libria is always unstable, the other can be stable when certain re-
strictions on binary and mode parameters are met (equation 40 in
§ 5.2). One of the important conclusions of this analysis is that
resonance locks can exist and be stable even when the adiabatic
approximation for the mode amplitude evolution is invalid (which
happens, e.g., in the limit of moderately weak damping).
In § 6.2 we analyzed the properties of resonance locks using
direct numerical integration of our dynamical equations. In the sim-
plest case in which a resonance lock fixed point exists and is stable,
two possibilities arise: either a resonance passage is able to pump
the mode’s amplitude up sufficiently high to reach the fixed point
and be captured into it, creating the resonance lock (Figure 4), or
the system instead sweeps through resonance without locking.
The more interesting situation is when both fixed points are
unstable. In this case, we showed that resonance locking can
nonetheless occur in some cases in a time-averaged sense. In these
situations the mode amplitude and detuning frequency δω execute
limit cycles or even chaotic trajectories around the fixed points (see
Figures 5 & 7). We presented evidence in § 6.3 suggesting that res-
onance locking may in fact correspond to a strange attractor for
certain parameter values; see Figure 8.
In order to determine when resonance locking of some kind
occurs (either stable, limit cycle, or chaotic), we performed nu-
merical integrations over wide ranges of parameter values in § 7.1.
Using analytic approximations from § 6.1, we then developed ap-
proximate analytic formulae that explain our numerical results and
define the binary and mode parameter regimes in which resonance
locks of some kind occur. The key results are equations (53) & (54)
and Figure 10. Future studies of tidal evolution that do not include
our full set of coupled mode-spin-orbit evolution equations can
nonetheless utilize our results to assess whether resonance locks
can occur.
One of the interesting consequences of resonance locks high-
lighted by Witte & Savonije (1999) and Witte & Savonije (2002)
using numerical simulations in the adiabatic approximation is that
locks can produce a significant speed up of orbital and spin evolu-
tion. We have explained this analytically in § 8.1. In particular, we
have demonstrated that resonance locks generically act to produce
orbital and spin evolution on a timescale that is somewhat shorter
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than the slowly varying physical process whose influence drives
the system into a lock. The magnitude of this acceleration depends
on the effective moment of inertia ratio r defined in equation (21)
and is large for r ∼ 1. The latter condition can only be satisfied in
eccentric binaries or binaries with high mass ratios. For the case
of an eccentric orbit, we derived a rough condition for significant
acceleration of the rate of orbital and spin evolution in § 8.2.
To give a rough sense of the possible application of our re-
sults, we applied them to three sample astrophysical systems in § 9:
inspiraling white dwarf and neutron star binaries in § 9.1, and ec-
centric binaries with early-type stars in § 9.2. As has been argued
previously using the adiabatic approximation for mode amplitudes,
resonance locks are likely very common in white dwarf binaries
and eccentric stellar binaries. They cannot, however, occur in neu-
tron star binaries since orbital decay by gravitational wave emission
is too rapid. A future application that may be of considerable inter-
est is tidal circularization during high-eccentricity migration of hot
Jupiters.
The theory of resonance locking that we have developed bears
some similarity to resonance capture in planetary dynamics (Mur-
ray & Dermott 1999). In the case of both mean-motion resonances
(Goldreich 1965) and spin-orbit resonances (Goldreich & Peale
1968), the generic equation governing the evolution of the relevant
angle Ψ towards resonance is
Ψ¨ = −F sinΨ+G. (70)
For mean-motion resonances, Ψ defines the angle between the
mean anomalies of two orbiting bodies, while for spin-orbit res-
onances, Ψ is related to the difference between a body’s mean and
true anomalies (relevant only for eccentric orbits). In both cases,
G provides a frequency drift term, resulting from orbital decay for
mean-motion resonances and from a net tidal torque for spin-orbit
resonances.
Equation (70) can be compared to our equation describing the
evolution of the detuning frequency δω = ω − σ in equation (24).
Both specify the second time derivative of a resonance angle, and
both contain a frequency drift term describing how resonance is ap-
proached. The essential difference is that in place of the pendulum
restoring force present in equation (70), tidal resonance locking in-
stead contains two terms providing the complicated interaction with
a stellar or planetary normal mode. Thus, although there are quali-
tative similarities between resonance capture in planetary dynamics
and resonance locking, no formal mathematical analogy exists.
It is important to reiterate that resonance locks can only oc-
cur under a specific set of conditions (§ 3). They are not relevant
to all close binaries. In particular, the dynamical tide must be com-
posed of global radial standing waves, with damping times much
longer than radial wave travel times. For this reason, an efficient
angular momentum transport process must maintain approximate
solid body rotation; if not, critical layers may develop where mode
angular momentum is deposited into the background rotation pro-
file, which would lead to efficient local wave damping. In addi-
tion, we have restricted our analysis to linear perturbation theory.
In practice, this represents a restriction on the maximum mode am-
plitudes that are allowed, since nonlinear instabilities can act on
large-amplitude waves. For example, in the case of binaries con-
taining solar-type stars with radiative cores, wave breaking in the
core likely prohibits the establishment of global standing waves
(Goodman & Dickson 1998), thus also precluding resonance locks
from developing.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVING FIXED POINT STABILITY
CONDITIONS
Here we will determine the stability region for the resonance lock-
ing fixed point described in § 5. The characteristic polynomial P in
question is given in equation (37).
First, P1 > 0 reduces to
δωf <
(1− r)2γ2Γtide
rΓ2dr
. (A1)
We immediately see that this is satisfied if Γdr < 0 (assuming Γtide >
0), since by equation (39) we then have δωf < 0. If instead δωf > 0,
then we can take |δωf|  γ to derive
Γdr < γ
(
1− r
r2/3
)(
Γtide
ω
)1/3
. (A2)
Next, the Hurwitz matrix for P is
H =
2γ P01 P1
2γ P0
 . (A3)
The remaining condition for stability of the fixed point is that the
three leading principal minors of H must be positive; this formally
yields three additional inequalities. However, one is γ > 0 which is
always satisfied, and the other two are actually identical:
2γP1 > P0, (A4)
which expands to
γ2Γtide(1− r)2 > Γ2drδωf. (A5)
We now see that Γdr < 0 implies asymptotic stability. If Γdr > 0,
then the inequality reduces to (again assuming |δωf|  γ)
Γdr < γ (1− r)
(
Γtide
ω
)1/3
. (A6)
Since equation (A6) is more restrictive than equation (A2) (since
r < 1 for Γdr > 0; see equation 30), equation (A6) is the condition
for asymptotic stability when Γdr > 0.
APPENDIX B: HANSEN COEFFICIENT SCALING
Here we will determine how the Hansen coefficients X klm scale with
harmonic index k. These coefficients are defined to satisfy(
a
D(t)
)l+1
e−im f (t) =
∞∑
k=−∞
X klme
−ikΩorbt , (B1)
where D is the binary separation and f is the true anomaly. For
|k|  |m|Ωperi/Ωorb, where Ωperi is the effective orbital frequency
at periapse, we have that X klm ∝∼ X k00. We can express X klm in general
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as an integral over the eccentric anomaly E (Burkart et al. 2012);
for l = m = 0, this is
X k00 =
1
pi
∫ pi
0
cos[k(E − esinE)]dE
= Jk(ek)
(B2)
where J is a Bessel function. We can expand Jk(ek) as (Abramowitz
& Stegun 1972)
Jk(ek)∝∼
1√
k
exp[−kg(e)] , (B3)
where
g(e) =
1
2
ln
(
1+η
1−η
)
−η
=
η3
3
+ η
5
5
+ η
7
7
+ · · ·
(B4)
and η =
√
1− e2.
APPENDIX C: CANONICAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
Here we will derive the canonical angular momentum associated
with a stellar perturbation. The Lagrangian density for a stellar per-
turbation is (Friedman & Schutz 1978a)
L = 1
2
ρ
(
|ξ˙|2 + ξ˙ ·Bξ −ξ ·Cξ
)
, (C1)
where ξ is the Lagrangian displacement vector, the Coriolis force
operator B was defined in § 4.1, and the Hermitian operatorC is de-
fined in e.g. Schenk et al. (2002). The z component of the canonical
angular momentum is then
J = −
〈
∂φξ,
∂L
∂ξ˙
〉
= −
〈
∂φξ, ξ˙ +Bξ/2
〉
.
(C2)
As in § 4.1, we perform a phase space expansion of the La-
grangian displacement vector and its time derivative (Schenk et al.
2002), so that (
ξ
ξ˙
)
=
∑
A
qA
(
ξA
−iωAξA
)
, (C3)
where A runs over all rotating-frame stellar eigenmodes and both
frequency signs. The canonical angular momentum then becomes
J =
1
2
∑
AB
q∗AqBmA
[
2ωB 〈ξA,ξB〉+ 〈ξA, iBξB〉
]
. (C4)
Since
〈
∂φξ, ξ˙
〉
is real valued, we can re-express equation (C4) as
J =
1
2
∑
AB
q∗AqB
[
(mAωB +mBωA)〈ξA,ξB〉+mA 〈ξA, iBξB〉
]
. (C5)
We have that 〈ξA,ξB〉 ∝ δmA ,mB , so J reduces to
J =
1
2
∑
A
εAmA
ωA
|qA|2, (C6)
where we have used the orthogonality relation (Friedman & Schutz
1978b)
(ωA +ωB)〈ξA,ξB〉+ 〈ξA, iBξB〉 = δAB
εA
ωA
. (C7)
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